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 In concise and candid language, she delves into unlearning fatphobia, dismantling sexist
notions of style, and how to reject diet lifestyle’s biggest lie: that excess fat people need to
wait before beginning their finest lives. But after two decades of dieting and continuous guilt,
she was over it?and provided herself the freedom to trust her very own body once again.
Tovar is starving for a global where bodies are valued similarly, food is free from moral
judgment, and you will jiggle through lifestyle with respect. Ever since, she’s been helping
others to do the same.Developing up as a body fat girl, Virgie Tovar thought that her body
system was something to be fixed.
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 More, more, more of this please. I appreciate Virgie's ability to remind me of things I thought I
knew but in some way forgot. I needed this book at this time. Even though there is a lot in her
knowledge I haven't endured (e. Terrific! And there is absolutely no difference between your
judgement society passes on alcoholics, smokers, medication abusers (who burden
healthcare and rise insurance costs) and the ones who continue to ignore the effects of their
obesity since it is their right. This publication made me experience deeply understood and
validated as excess fat girl, and I cheered at this line from Virgie, as I considered the life I want
to build: "In the dreams I've of my long term, I am unwanted fat. one free from shame and self-
hatred.! I hope she writes another publication that delves also deeper! I came across it
incredibly empowering!g.” It combats fatphobia among other public issues like patriarchy and
racism.An extremely important read for all people: for fatties like me to experience noticed
and equipped to advocate for ourselves in a hateful world, and also for thin folx, who tend to
be completely unaware of their own fatphobia and the systemic oppression it perpetuates.
Desire to Read More! This was an excellent read and very engaging. Big could be beautiful. I
wish I possibly could give this reserve to my 10-year-old self as well. When you imagine
you’re a pretty good feminist and you need a smack in the facial skin reminder there’s a lot
more to learn and quite a distance to go and everything starts with changing how we treat
ourselves. If you are looking for an instant but crucial continue reading the intersection of
dieting, fatness, and sociable justice, do not skip this book! Some people will not be ready for
this book, but pretty much everyone could reap the benefits of it. Never encumbered by
academic-speak, so it is accessible to a broad audience. I virtually just wanted to go through
more! I'm pleased that Virgie touched on problems of heteronormativity, sexism, racism,
transphobia, etc. Buy this book. This book was fun to learn and had so much insight. Seriously,
a Must-Read READ THIS BOOK! I virtually want to provide this reserve to everyone I know
today. Virgie weaves her very own encounters with years of study to drive home necessary
lessons on the oppressive character of the diet industry, the consequences of misogyny on
dieting and body picture, and (among others) the importance of living your daily life just as
you are NOW, not really ready until some magical day when suddenly all your complications
are solved by shrinking yourself (hint: your problems will NEVER become solved by shrinking
yourself, which isn't actually sustainably possible!) Virgie takes us all to college with this
intelligent, frequently funny, and sometimes heartbreaking book. Do yourself a favor and read
it! Must read!. “I take into account the thousand methods that women in my family were
silently (and sometimes outright) expected to quit their lives, their dreams, and their desire, do
this they could end up being the glorified babysitters for the guys in their lives who wished a
legacy but none of the the duty of child -rearing. I think of the techniques ladies are expected
to become mothers, quitting theirs lives while still being the object of scorn and pity, while
men are praised for having father bods. Engaging! One of my brand-new fave feminist! The
revolution will be everysized. Virgie Tovar has given the world her presents of intelligent,
fierce, deliberate activism for years. Required reading for all sizes This is revolution!. This book
reduces the many ways in which the system is damaged and proposes a fresh way of life; I
loved this publication! Virgie pulled no punches and offered so many of us the real talk and
unapologetic concentrate on the root factors behind fatphobia and our deep entrenchment in
diet plan tradition.. Gracias from a unwanted fat crone who knows the revolution will become
everysized, intersectional, and is going on nonetheless.and gave us a glimpse on how break
free. Not only a feel good guide for fat women, this book calls for a revolution!Many thanks,
Virgie Tovar! furthermore to fat phobia, size-ism, and patriarchy. I loved this book. This book



was life changing! The writing design is approachable therefore i feel good about
recommending it to nonacademic friends. Virgie succinctly draws connections between
misogyny/white supremacy and diet plan culture/fatphobia, and then states them because
the well-researched facts they are, not really as points which are up for debate. Radical!Super
happy with this purchase and will probably buy even more to distribute to friends. Sure BUT .
This book is everything !. You undoubtedly have the right to remain fat and no person should
be permitted to shame another because of their physical appearance. However, when obesity
negatively influences your well being there comes a point when an individual no longer has
the surface to dismiss these implications since it is their "right". I didn't know easily could learn
or experience anything new about fat acceptance, but I did! But big can also be unhealthy.,
blatant harassment at college, years of dieting/starvation), there is so very much in her
composing that I do connect to. Be comfortable in your own skin. Just don't forget to take care
of yourself and understand that it's ok to strive for an improved, healthier you. Buy copies for
everybody you know. It’s an instant read, filled with deep insights. I would like to buy copies
for all my friends and family. It helped me not only understand myself as a fat person in
society, but where I have to wake up to personal sabotaging and additional denigrating biases.
Short read that really packs a wallop I found myself considering this book very long after I'd
finished it. When I finished reading this reserve, I felt as though a weight had been lifted from
my shoulders. Her composing is thoughtful, empowering, and fun to learn. Brava!" Excellent!
Tovar places into words most of the thoughts and emotions I've grappled with ever since I
was a kid. This is a must go through for people of most shapes and sizes. Amazing book! This
book was life changing for me. Released some really aged stuff that I didn't need to be
holding onto. This short book encapsulates, and continues to enlarge, the "personal is certainly
political" life of fats people, and, therefore, the lives folks all. I don't know if a 10-year-aged
would understand everything, but I would test it out for! Five Stars Very quick read but
extremely funny and filled with truth.
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